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A question of P. Erdiis is solved by showing that certain graphs have chromatic 
number at most three. The proof proceeds by showing a conjecture of Erdijs and 
Bollobks holds, namely, that under certain circumstances, a graph which con- 
tains an odd circuit must contain an odd circuit with diagonal. 
Theorem 1 settles affirmatively a question of . Erd8s. For a history of 
this problem, see P. Erd6s [I]. 
TP~EOREM 1. For any graph G, if G does not contain a complete graph OIZ 
fozk~ elements and G does not contain an odd circuit with diagonal, then G has 
chromatic number at most three. 
Theorem 1 is a corollary of the following theorem which proves a conjec- 
ture of Erdiis and Bollobas. 
THEOREM 2. For any graph G, if every vertex of G has order or degree at 
ieast three, G has no cut points, G does not contain a complete graph on four 
elements, and G has an odd circuit, then G has an odd circuit with ~~ago~a~. 
1 G has chromatic number three means that three is smallest 
n so that the vertices of G can be colored with that number colors so 
that no two vertices joined by an edge receive the same color. 
rive Theorem 1 from Theorem 2 by induction on the nnmber of vertices 
of For a small number of vertices, the theorem clearly holds. If G is not 
connected, then the induction hypothesis allows one to color each c~rn~o~e~t 
separately. If G is connected and has no odd circuit, pick a vertex v in G, color 
it with color one and color every other vertex u with color one if every pat 
from v to zk is even and color two if every path in G from D to M is odd. If 
* This research was supported in part by P. Erdijs. 
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some vertex of G has order or degree less than three, remove it to get G’, 
color G’ by the induction hypothesis, reintroduce the removed vertex and 
color it correctly. If G has a cut point ZJ, divide G into G1 and G, which join 
at v. Then use the induction hypothesis to color G, and G, taking care to 
make the colorings match at v. Reassemble G and define a coloring by 
joining the colorings of G, and G, . 
Thus if G has a vertex of degree less than three, or G has a cut point, or G 
has no odd circuit, one can use the induction hypothesis to color G. Theorem 
2 says these are the only cases that need to be considered. 
The rest of the paper is devoted to proving Theorem 2, which is restated 
for the convenience of the reader. 
THEOREM 2. For any graph G, if every vertex of G has order or degree at 
least three, G has no cut points, G does not contain a complete graph on four 
elements, and G has an odd circuit, then G has an odd circuit with diagonal. 
Proof. The starting point of the proof is an idea of Czipszer used by 
P. Erdiis to show that every graph G satisfying the above hypotheses had a 
circuit with diagonal. He considered a path of maximal length with terminal 
vertex c. Since c has degree at least three, there are at least two edges emanat- 
ing from c not in the path. Since the path is maximal, both edges must lead 
to vertices in the path, thus forming a circuit with diagonal. 
Let G be a graph satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem. Find an odd 
circuit in G and pick a point a on the circuit. If the circuit has a diagonal, 
the lemma is proved, so assume it does not. Since a has degree at least three, 
a is joined to a point b not on the circuit. Find a path of maximal length 
starting with a and b which does not return to the circuit and ends with 
vertex c. Since c has degree at least three, there are at least two edges emanat- 
ing from c not in the path. Since the path is maximal, two of these edges must 
lead back to vertices in either the path or the circuit. Now there are four 
basic cases. 
I. one edge goes back to the path (include a) and one edge goes back 
to the circuit (exclude a). 
II. two edges go back to the path (include a). 
III. c # b and two edges from c go back to the circuit (exclude a). 
IV. c = b and two edges from c go back to the circuit. 
Case I. One edge from c goes to a vertex x on the path (X may be a) and 
one edge goes to a vertex y on the circuit ( y must not be a). 
The odd circuit provides two paths from y to a, one of which has an even 
number of edges, the other an odd number. Join to the path from a to c the 
edge from c to y together with the path from y to a which is of the correct 
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partity to form an odd circuit. This circuit has as a diagonal the edge from 
c to x. 
Case 11. Two edges from c go back to vertices x and y of the pat 
including the possibility that one of x and y is a. 
Let y be the vertex which has the smaller number PZ of edges of the path 
between it and a. 
The path from y to c together with the edge from c to y forms a circuit C 
with diagonal from c to x. This circuit is joined to the original circuit by a 
path of n edges from y to a. (If y = a, then IZ = 0). 
If n = 0, then one can construct the odd circuit with diagonal. If n > 
then either (1) one gets an odd circuit with diagonal or (2) one can find a 
different odd circuit in G connected to G by a path from the odd circuit to y, 
so that the path has fewer than YE edges. Thus by induction, for any n, one 
can construct an odd circuit with diagonal 
First assume n = 0, that is, y = a. Since a is not a cut point, there is a 
path joining some vertex s f a of the odd circuit to some vertex t # a of 
the circuit with diagonal. If t is on the path from ~11 to x or f = X, then the 
union of the new path from s to t, the part of the old path from t to c, 
edge from c to a, and the path along the odd circuit from a to s of the correct 
partity forms an odd circuit with diagonal from c to x. If t is beyond x on the 
path from a to c, then the union of the part of the old path from a to X, 
the edge from x to c, the part of the old path from c to t, (you are going 
backwards), the new path from t to s and the path of the appropriate parity 
along the odd circuit from s to a forms an odd circuit witln diagomai from 
a to c. 
Now suppose n > 0. It suffices to show that either (1) or (2) holds. 
Again, a is not a cut point. So there is a path from a vertex s # a of the od 
circuit to a vertex t # a of the old path. If t is on the circuit C then an odd 
circuit with diagonal is constructed much as in the case n = 0. If t is on the 
path from a to y or t = y, then the union of the path from a to t, tk:: path 
from d to s and the path along the odd circuit of the correct partity forms an 
odd circuit which is joined by fewer than n edges to the circuit C. So the 
induction hypothesis yields the theorem. 
Case I11. c # b and two edges from c go back to the circuit to vertices x 
and y where x # a. 
This case is the problematic one. 
Since b has degree at least three, there is another edge leading out of b not 
in the path. Extend this edge to a path of maximal length which does not 
intersect the old path or the odd circuit. Label the vertex at the end c’. Wow 
C’ has degree at least three, so there are two edges from C’ back to the union of 
the odd circuit, the old path and the new path. Case IIf is now broken into 
the following subcases: 
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(a) one edge goes to the new path or a and one edge goes to the odd 
circuit (exclude a) 
see case I. 
(b) two edges go back to the new path or a 
see case II. 
(c) one edge goes to the new path to vertex u and one edge goes to the 
old path to vertex v # a and v # b. 
The circuit which is the union of the edge from a to b, the path from b to 
q’, the edge from c’ to a, the path from v to c, the edge from c to x and the 
path of the correct parity from x to a is an odd circuit with diagonal from c’ 
to u. 
(d) two edges from c’ go to the original path to vertices u and v neither 
of which is a or b. 
,, Let u be the vertex which occurs first on the path from a to c. Then the 
union of the edge from a to b, the path from b to c’, the edge c’ to U, the part 
of the old path from u to v to c, the edge from c to x and the path along the 
odd circuit of the correct parity gives an odd circuit with diagonal between 
c’ and v. 
(e) one edge from c’ goes to u on the old path but not to a or b, and 
one edge from c’ goes to the circuit to v. 
Either v + x or v i: y. Without loss of generality assume v f x. Then the 
union of the edge from v to c’, the path from c’ to b, the part of the old path 
from b to u to c, the edge from c to x and the path along the odd circuit of 
correct parity gives an odd circuit with diagonal from c’ to U. 
(f) two edges from c’ go to vertices u and v on the odd circuit. 
In this case, c and c’ are joined by a path (it goes along new path from c’ 
to b, then along old path to c) which does not intersect the odd circuit. The 
set {x, y, U, v> may have cardinality 2, 3 or 4. 
If (x, y, U, v} has two points, that is, (x, v} = {u, v}, then the union of the 
edge from x to c, the path from c to c’, the edge from c’ to y ( y E (u, a>) and 
the path along the odd circuit from y to x of the correct parity is an odd 
circuit with diagonal from c to y. 
Suppose (x, y, U, v> has three points, that is (x, y> n (u, V> # m, and 
without loss of generality assume y = v. Then the union of the edge from y to 
c, the path from c to c’, the edge from c’ to U, and the path along the odd 
odd circuit from u to y of the correct parity is an odd circuit with diagonal 
from c’ to z, = y. 
Thus we may assume x, y, U, v are all distinct. Suppose in a path from x 
to y along the circuit either both of u and z, occur or neither. Without loss of 
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generality, assume that v is the vertex among u and u with the property that 
on one path from y to v along the odd circuit x occurs and on the other pa+& 
U, the other ‘vertex among U, v, occurs. Then the union of the edge from II to 
c’, the path from c’ to c, the edge from c to y and the path along the odd 
circuit from y to u of the correct parity is an odd circuit with diagonal either 
from c to x or from c’ to U. 
Hf u, v, x, y are all distinct and the previous assumptjion does not hold, t 
on each path along the odd circuit from x to y exactly one of zk and u OCCXX, 
Thus these four points divide the circuit into four paths from x to U, from zt to 
y, from y to z, and from v to X. Since the circuit is odd, not all of these are 
even and not all of them are odd. The path from e to c’ has either an even 
or an odd number of edges. Construct a new odd circuit by replacing a path 
in the old odd circuit of the same parity as the path from c to c’ with an edge 
from c to the appropriate one of x and y, the path from c to c’, and an edge 
from c’ to the appropriate one of u and U. Then the edge from c to the other 
of x and y is a diagonal. 
Case IV. c = b and two edges from c go back to the odd circuit to vertices 
x and y. 
If one of the three paths along the odd circuit from a to X, from x to y, 
from y to a is even, say the one from a to x, then the union of the path from 
x to y, the path from y to a, the edge from a to b, and the edge from b to x is 
an odd circuit with diagonal from b to y. 
So we may assume each of these paths is odd. Since 4; contains no complete 
graph on four elements, there is a point p on the circuit different from a, 
x and y. Start over again with p instead of a. If one of the earlier cases is 
reached, the theorem follows. So there is a point s joined to p and two edges 
from s go back to the odd circuit to vertices q and r. Ifs = b, then we can 
find au odd path as above. So we may assume s # b. 
Suppose there are two vertices from either (a, X, y> or (p, q, p.>, say x and y, 
so that p, q and r occur among the vertices on the path from x to y along the 
path that goes through a (include x and y). Call this path P. Without loss of 
generality, assume that along P starting at x, first p occurs, then q occurs, 
then r occurs, then y. Where a occurs on P is irrelevant. Now the path along 
the odd circuit from x to y not including a, together with the edges from y to 
b and from b to x forms an odd circuit, call it C. Now the union of the part of 
P from x to p, the edges from p to s and s to q, tbe part of P from q to y and 
the path of C from y to x of the correct parity forms an odd circuit with 
diagonal from s to r. 
Otherwisep, q, r, a, x, y are all distinct and as one moves aroun 
one comes across one from (p, q, r> and one from (a, x, y) alt 
snitable renaming one can start at a go top to x to q to y to I before returning 
to x. The circuit C consisting of the path from n to p to x along the odd 
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circuit together with e edges from x to b and from b to a is odd. So the 
union of the edges from p to s and from s to q, the path along the original 
odd circuit from q to y to Y to a together with the path along C from a to p 
of the correct parity is an odd circuit with diagonal from s to r. 
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